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Abstract
CaRRIE 2.0 extracts key insights/summaries from unstructured data such as papers, news
document, notes, blog scrapped website, and RFP (Request for Proposal) data. The user gains
faster understanding and insights to make informed decisions. The engine groups/ranks
collections of documents based on keywords of interest presented within the documents. The
user can then focus on a handful of documents aligned with their interests, reducing the time
needed to read each document and create insights. He/she can also understand the larger data
trends without needing to read the entire stack of documents, one by one. We accomplish those
tasks by stacking and modifying natural language processing (NLP) algorithms, as well as
creating a couple of new NLP algorithms. On the high-level, what we are doing is very similar to
how a search engine algorithm works. Our solution is divided into three main parts: (i) Topic
Modeling, (ii) Scoring and Ranking, and (iii) Insight extractions.
Keywords: Insight extractions, summarizations
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Carrie 2.0
Introduction
Imagine the following scenario: Monday morning, you’re assigned 10 lengthy proposal
documents to read and derive insights from based on a list of provided questions. This task is due
at weeks end. As an awesome employee, you read the 10 documents, identify and rank the
documents which best answer each question, highlight the relevant information within the text,
and deliver the answer to each question, just in time for Friday’s deadline! The following
Monday you’re assigned the same task, but now with 123 lengthy proposal documents and the
due date is still at weeks end. What are you going to do?! Can you (anyone?) complete the task
on time and correctly answer/gather insights as well as rank those documents based on the
questions?
Imagine on Tuesday, you not only deliver the list of answers, but provide even more insight,
such as identifying the 5 most relevant proposal documents for certain questions. In addition,
each relevant document is highlighted to identify statements aligned with each
questions/keyword. Beyond the original assignment, you provide insight into the
topics/requirements within the 123 proposals which weren’t captured in the question set, hence
the leadership team can plan and anticipate future trends.
We built an NLP insight engine to make this solution a reality. With this engine, we can:
1. Understand trends in large document collections, and therefore anticipate future trends
2. Rank/sort documents based on topics of interest
3. Gather insight from the most important documents
4. Derive insight beyond the original request
5. In the case of RFP documents:
a. Identify RFPs closely aligned with defined feature set
b. Prioritize resources towards deals with highest ranking, i.e. high probability of
winning
c. Enable consistent increased margins on those deals
d. Inform product marketing on potential portfolio gaps
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e. Feedback mechanism for marketing effort (do customers ask for the features
we’ve invested in advertising?)
6. Process thousands of documents in less than an hour with high accurate result
This engine is divided into three main parts:
(i). Topic Modelling
(ii). Scoring and Ranking
(iii). Insight extraction

Figure 1: High level flow of the engine. Our solution begins with the questions, followed by topic modeling, scoring/ranking the
documents, and finally deriving the insights from the top "n" documents.

Methodology and Results
We will discuss in detail each of these steps in the following section.
1. Topic Modeling
Goal:
a. Add weights to LDA model topic lexicons in order to highlight the features.
b. Create a superset of lexicon from task corpus to include unique and rich features
from corpus into topics
Method:
a. Data cleansing
Real-world data is often incomplete, inconsistent, sometimes lacking certain
behaviors/trends, and is likely to contain many errors. Hence the first step is to
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prepare the data. Data processing involves converting raw, human readable data
into a more relevant format, feature rich and effectively understood by algorithms
or machines. Examples of data processing are shown below in
Figure 2. An example of data processing using the Gensim method is shown in
Figure 3.[1].

Figure 2: Techniques used to process the data.

Figure 3: Data Processing example using Gensim

c. LDA topic modeling
Datasets vary widely and we cannot depend on labeled data or expected subjected
matter expertise, therefore we used an unsupervised machine learning method,
Topic Modeling. Our solution utilizes Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) Topic
Modeling, which is guided by two principles [2]: 1. Every document is mixture of
topics 2. Every topic is mixture of words. The output of the LDA model provides
insights of from the document corpus via topics and topic lexicons.
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Figure 4: LDA Topic Modeling Method. Retrieved from: https://toolbox.kurio.co.id/topic-modeling-696d7ba2592f

d. Add weights to topic lexicons
LDA provides topic lexicons, which are ordered by relevancy to the topic, as
shown in

Figure 5. This relevancy is then used to create

weights for each word in the lexicon (Figure 6), as opposed to weighting each
word equally in the next section (scoring).

Figure 5: Visual representation of LDA modeling topics and ordered topic lexicon.
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Figure 6: LDA Lexicon with weights added for each word.

e. Task-Topic correlation algorithm
In the situation when we have Subject Matter Expert (SME), we can compare the
lexicon we got from LDA to the list of lexicons coming from the total corpus. In
that sense, we can enrich the total lexicons used for the next steps. In the other
situation where we don’t have the SME, we can combine the lexicon from the
questions/task details and with the lexicons that are coming from the entire
corpus. We will elaborate details about the second case.
In order to establish a better lexicon combination for a give task, we have
introduced a new technique to enable complete perspective of the tasks and to not
miss out any valuable information from the task themselves. As part of this
technique, we used TFIDF along with a custom logic to extract prominent
lexicons from the tasks and add them to the final list of lexicons [3]. The lexicons
extracted from this technique will have higher weights added when compared
with the lexicons extracted from the LDA modelling. This technique ensures the
next steps in the algorithm will have a better performance.
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Figure 7: Flow to select the list of lexicon

2. Scoring and Ranking
Goal:
a. Score a set of documents with respect to weighted lexicons and have control over
the score based on the lexicon length and weight.
Method:
Start with base algorithm of TFIDF (Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency) to score
the documents against a given set of lexicons. This works great but has some limitations,
such as:


Unbalanced result for fixed lexicon length



Adjustment in score if lexicon has weights
An example of results from the base algorithm is shown in Figure 8a.
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Figure 8a: Result from Adjusted Scoring method using weighted lexicon.

Our solution addresses these limitations by:


Normalizing the score – Use lexicon size to normalize



Penalizing the score – Calculate penalty factor by looking at weights

With this, the final adjusted scoring logic is:
Adjusted Score = (S/N) * (F/W)
where
F = Total Weight of words found in document
W = Total Lexicon weight
S = Total word score
N = Lexicon Size
An example of results from the Adjusted Score using a weighted lexicon is shown in
Figure b.

Figure 8b: Result from Adjusted Scoring method using weighted lexicon.
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Figure 8c shows the results from score and ranking algorithm. Each lexicon will have top
n-documents that have the highest score.

Figure 8c: Result table for each questions/task. Each questions/task will have top 5 documents that will have the
highest score.

3. Insight Engine
Goal:
a. Extract the insights and summaries from top n ranked documents per topic.
Method:
The flow of the insight engine is shown in Figure .

Figure 9: Insight engine flow diagram

We started by getting the top n-documents, as shown in the figure above. Next, we
proceeded through the following steps:
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1. Cleanse the text data, such as removing non-text related characters.
2. Tokenize and steam each word in the text.
3. Create indexing (position of each word in the text) and locate indexes for each
keyword of interest:
4. Combine indexes into one sorted list and cluster keywords within a moving window
of size “m”, which scans the sorted list of keyword instances:
5. To validate each moving window, multiple criteria must be met. Here we define the
criteria parameters:
a) The number of unique keywords required within each moving window. This
threshold can range from 1 to m and will be used for all moving windows.
For example, if the minimum threshold is 3 and the moving window in
question is:
[‘security’, ‘security’, ‘network’, ‘network’]
There are 2 unique keywords (‘security’ and ‘network’). This moving window
would be ignored. However, for a moving window of:
[‘security’, ‘network’, ‘monitor’, ‘security’]
There are 3 unique keywords (‘security’, ‘network’, ‘monitor’) and this
moving window meets the first criterion.
b) Target keyword(s): At least one target keyword must be present within the
window to determine the relevance to the question. For example, if we want to
generate insights around target words [‘security’, ‘detection’, ‘vulnerability’],
the moving window must include at least one of these target words. If not, the
moving window is ignored.
c) The maximum proximity of keywords within the moving window. This is
measured by the standard deviation of index values within a window, for
which the proximity parameter σmax is defined to limit the range of a cluster.
For example, the moving window indexes:
[2, 100, 350, 390],
have a proximity (standard deviation) of 163.8, indicating the keywords are
relatively spread out. In contrast, the moving window:
[300, 302, 304, 315],
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has a proximity of 5.81, indicating the keywords are very near. Setting this
standard deviation threshold too low will result in very few valid clusters,
while too high may result in far too many overlapping clusters to be insightful.
Only moving windows with proximity values < σmax are kept.
6. Return the minimum and maximum index values of the validated clusters to retrieve
these sections of the text.
The cluster indexes are used to generate two views of the document:
1. Contextualized View in which the original paper is shown with insight clusters
highlighted
2. Summarization View which extracts key sentences from the document using a cosine
similarity algorithm
An example of the Context View output of the insight engine results can be seen in
Figure 7.

Figure 7: Context View, which highlights text within original document. Words from topic lexicon are outlined in red to enhance
presentation (note: outlines are not part of the actual output).

Given the Topic Lexicon, the insight engine uses a cosine similarity algorithm to
summarize the important sections of the document that are relevant to the lexicon. We
can further refine the results into list of highlighted summaries.
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Figure 8: Summarization View with highlighted topic lexicon words.

The final output of the Insight Engine stores these highlighted results in a tabular format
(DataFrame) for each of the top n documents per task.

Figure 9: Insights DataFrame with Contextualized Full Text and Summary views.
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Summary
We have built an NLP algorithm to find the closest answers within a document or a stack of
document given a list of questions (keywords). Think about when you read a chapter in a book
and then by the end of the chapter you will get a list of questions about the chapter you just read.
Using this algorithm, one can find the closest answers to those questions. Note that this
algorithm has limitations, for example if the questions contains some deduction then the
algorithm cannot get the right answer. This algorithm is a completion as well as an enhancement
from the previous algorithm we built called Carrie 1.0 [4].
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